
INNOVATIVE CLOTHING
FOR GLIDER PILOTS



LIMA PILOT TROUSERS

«Sophisticated clothing for optimal performance»
Bert Schmelzer, World Champion2014

Reduced to the essentials while retaining 
all you need, LIMA is your ideal companion 
for future flights.

 Material: Breathable stretch fabric
 Product: LIMA
 Colors: Stratus Grey & Cosmic Blue
 Cut: Women & Men
 Weight: 450 Gramm
 Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL | XXXL

A Raised cut around lower back
Protects against hypothermia

B Integrated Velcro belt
For the perfect fit

C	 Extra-long	two-way	fly	zip
To ease responding the call of nature

D Zipped trouser pockets
Never lose a thing

E Adjustable hem
To keep the trousers in place.
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MIKE PILOT TROUSERS

Developed especially to suit the needs of 
the ambitious glider pilot, MIKE are highly 
functional trousers. Their multifaceted and 
elaborate fittings mean no compromises 
when it comes to providing optimal support 
during flying.

 Material: Breathable stretch fabric
 Product: MIKE
 Colors: Stratus Grey and Cosmic Blue
 Cut: Women & Men
 Weight: 500 Gramm
 Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL | XXXL

A Raised cut around lower back
Protects against hypothermia

B Integrated Velcro belt
For the perfect fit

C	 Extra-long	two-way	fly	zip
To ease responding the call of nature

D Zipped trouser pockets
Never lose a thing

E Adjustable hem
To keep the trousers in place

F Large ventilation zips
For optimal temperature regulation

G Practical pouch pockets 
For maps and notes

H Shin leg pockets
Additional place for 
your items
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Adjustable Velcro belt  
for the perfect fit
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PRODUCT INFO PILOT TROUSERS

FABRIC BREATHABLE	&	ABRASION	RESISTANT	
MILVUS gliding trousers are made from light, breathable fabric, making them 
both comfortable to wear and allowing excellent temperature regulation. 
The seating area is endowed with abrasion resistant stretch fabric on the 
outside and fitted with soft, skin friendly fabric on the inside. Their grey tone 
prevents unwanted reflection on the cockpit canopy. The trousers are made 
from 97% nylon and 3% elastane.

CUT ERGONOMIC	&	DESIGNED	FOR	FLYING	
The ergonomic shape of the trousers is designed for the reclined flying 
position of the glider pilot. The legs are a bit longer than for a normal trouser, 
ensuring that the ankles are covered and thereby protected from the cold or 
sunrays. The knee areas are anatomically shaped, guaranteeing optimal fit of 
the trousers.

Quick and easy access  
to your equipment

Easy bladder relief thanks  
to the 25 cm long fly zip
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Front pockets provide plenty of 
room for personal accessories

G

Adjustable hem so that the 
trousers stay in place
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«Clothing designed by glider pilots for glider pilots»
Mathias Schunk, multiple European record holder

Raised cut around lower back 
to protect against hypothermia
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Are you unsure what size to choose?
Call us or send us an email. We’ll be happy to help!

SIZE CHART PILOT TROUSERS

To ensure you get the right size, please measure as follows: place the 
measuring tape horizontally rather than tightening it around your body. 
Please not that all measurements are provided in centimetres (cm).

F Waist
Measure your waist where the waistband of your trousers normally sits. 
The best way to obtain an accurate measure is to use a pair of well-fitting 
trousers and measure your waistline just above the waistband.
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Size S M L XL XXL XXXL

 F  Waist (cm) 79 – 84 85 – 90 91 – 96 97 – 102 103 – 108 109 – 114

Length (cm) 106 108 110 112 112 112



MILVUS DESIGNED FOR FLYING



Worldwide delivery
Prices on request

Free delivery
from 80 € / 100 CHF 

Size Change
Within 30 days of receipt

Returns	&	refunds
Within 14 days of receipt

Flying safety
Advice
Your safety is important 
to us. We therefore ask that 
you study the safety advice 
that accompanies our 
clothing carefully.
www.milvus.aero/safety

Product guarantee
2 years

MILVUS GLIDING CLOTHING

High Quality textiles, innovative functionality, elaborate details: MILVUS is the 
first glider pilots’ clothing label for high performance.

MILVUS gliding clothing offers optimal comfort with fine-tuned ergonomics 
and guarantees even more fun during flying!

Order online now! 
www.milvus.aero/shop

Milvus Apparel LLC

Breitli 6
6072 Sachseln
Switzerland

T+ 41 41 511 35 65
F+ 41 41 511 35 66

info@milvus.aero
www.milvus.aero

Visit our Website
www.milvus.aero

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/milvus.aero

Follow us on Instagram
www.instagram.com/milvusaero

Subscribe to our newsletter
www.milvus.aero/newsletter


